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EcSTATIC — K-3
OBJECTIVE: 
The Oxford Dictionary defines ecstatic as feeling 
or expressing overwhelming happiness or joyful 
excitement. The game of EcSTATIC will illicit joy-
ful excitement as students race to complete the 
bowling and static balance challenges. AND as a 
bonus, holding static poses is great for building 
core strength!

EQUIPMENT:
 � Gatorskin or playground balls (1 ball per group 

of two)

 � Poly spots (2 poly spots per group of two; I rec-
ommend two of the same colored spots per 
group (See diagram)

 � EcSTATIC Poses Challenge sheet (4-6 copies; I 
recommend taping at least 1 copy to each wall 
of the gym)

 � Bucket of wristbands (or anything else to be 
used as points)

 � Optional: floor tape

PROCEDURE: 
Before classes arrive, place each set of two poly 
spots approximately 20-30 feet apart from each 
other and create about a 5-6 foot gap in between 
the next set of spots (see the diagram and Figure 1 
for set up). Hint: put floor tape under each spot be-
cause the spots will accidentally get moved. Tape the 
4-6 EcSTATIC Poses Challenge sheet to each wall of 
the gym (See Figure 2). The object of the game is 
for each team to complete the challenges as many 
times as possible in order to earn the most points 
within the designated time limit.

To Begin: Instruct students to partner up to go 
and sit down at any set of poly spots to await in-
structions. Note: Do you have a group of 3? Create a 
smaller triangle with the poly spots and show these 
students how to complete the challenge. Give each 
group one ball. On the teacher’s signal, all team-
mates must go and look at any EcSTATIC Poses 

Challenge sheet on the wall and begin performing, 
in order (1-6), the static poses pictured (See the Ec-
STATIC Poses Challenge sheet). For example, Part-
ner 1 with the ball will stand on her spot and Part-
ner 2 will perform Pose #1 over her spot. Partner 
2 should position her pose in a way that Partner 1 
can bowl the ball under her body (See Figures 3-6 
for examples of the static poses). If unsuccessful, 
Player 2 will hold the pose and Player 1 will retrieve 
the ball and retry once she is back on her spot. This 
will continue until Player 1 is successful. Once suc-
cessful, players will switch roles and repeat the 
process until Player 2 has successfully bowled the 
ball under Player 1. Upon completion of the first 
challenge, teammates will go and look at the next 
challenge and repeat the process until successful. 
One wristband is earned from the bucket once all 
six of the challenges have successfully been com-
pleted. Teammates will return to their spots and 
continue the challenges to earn as many points 

Figure 1: 20” across and 5’-6’ apart

Figure 2: EcSTATIC Poses taped to wall
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as possible. When the time has expired, calculate 
their wristbands to determine the following award 
amounts: Note: mentioning levels/prizes is just for 
fun and obviously not real. Feel free to change, omit, 
and or alter the levels.

1 wristband = Elementary level bowlers and pos-
ers

2-3 wristbands = Middle School level bowlers and 
posers

4 wristbands = High School level bowlers and pos-
ers

5 wristbands = College level bowlers and posers

6+ wristbands = Professional bowlers and posers 
Champions!!!!!

RULES:
1. All teams must follow the EcSTATIC Poses Chal-

lenge sheet in order from 1-6.  

2. One wristband per player can only be earned 
after completing all 6 challenges.

3. Poly spots should be placed on top of the 
tape on the ground before a challenge can 
be completed, especially if it was accidentally 
knocked off the tape.

4. Teams may not interfere with another team’s 
bowling.

VARIATIONS:
1. Implement a soccer pass/kick of the ball under 

each pose instead of bowling the ball.

Figure 3: bowling ball towards pose Figure 4: a successful roll under pose!!!!

Figure 5: holding a pose until successful Figure 6: the side plank is a tough pose
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EcSTATIC DIAGRAM

 = Direction these spots must bowl           = Direction these spots must bowl

  = wristbands                 = 2 Poly spots for each partner group 
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